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Abstract
The purpose of this project was to design and develop a website for the evaluation of
music technology knowledge and an organization of that knowledge. The website design
focused consensus building through the development of a dynamic taxonomy of music
technology and a database of questions and tasks used to evaluate that knowledge.
A review of literature discusses foundational efforts by members of the Association of
Technology of Music Instruction (ATMI) and the Technology in Music Education (TI:ME)
organizations in identifying areas of competencies in music technology. The field of music
technology is identified as a multi-disciplinary field only recently becoming a recognizable area
of academic study. Additional research cites the need for an increase in both knowledge and
confidence about technology as necessary in order to incorporate more technology into music
teaching. Finally, the review suggests incorporating the resources of related fields in the
establishment of competencies in music technology.
The project concentrated more on structure than content in order to create a solid
foundation for collaborative work in the future. The final report explains the choice of using a
closure table as the structure within a relational database for the hierarchical nature of the
taxonomy as well as an outline for other contributed content. All development utilized HTML5,
JavaScript, and PHP supported by a MySQL database in order maximize transportability for
implementation.
A project timeline outlined the implementation of the project consisting of four basic
components: User interface, database design, server-side scripting, and content development.
The final evaluation of the project includes a report compiled from evaluation questionnaires
developed over the course of the project.
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Introduction

The education of musicians in the use and understanding of technology is an area of
study in its infancy. While the field of music technology in general has evolved to a certain
critical mass, the study has been emphasized as a specialization more than it has been developed
in the general music student population. In the inaugural editorial for the first issue of The
Journal of Music, Technology and Education, Collins (2007) contemplates the relationship of
music, technology and education to the point of deliberating on whether to include a comma
between the words “music” and “technology” in the journal title. His conclusion was that “while
[there are] established and respected journals in both areas of ‘music education’ and ‘music
technology’, there are none … specifically dedicated to the interrelationship of both” (Collins,
2007, p. 3). The TI:ME (Technology Institute for Music Educators) website lists “Areas of
Competency in Music Technology,” with a focus more on the competency of music educators
(in their role as educators) than on the technological competency of musicians in general
(TI:ME, 2011). ATM/CMS conference presentations by Peter Webster and David Williams from
2011 to 2014 have expanded on the TI:ME outline to identify areas of instruction in the
technology education of musicians, however research into the implementation of that instruction
is just beginning.
An understanding of how music technology is used by musicians must be combined with
a thorough understanding of the technologies being used in order to guide learning toward the
building of an appropriate framework of knowledge and away from misinformation and
misconception. Even intentional misuse and happy accidents should be informed by potential
consequences. There is growing enthusiasm for the use of music technology in both education
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and performance, but there is also a widening gap of knowledge between the cutting edge
research and the trailing edge of musicians new to technology and music making.
Since the removal of core technology competencies from the NASM accreditation, there
has been an effort to reintroduce it. This project created a basic, dynamic taxonomy of music
technology and a framework for evaluating knowledge within that context. The width and depth
of knowledge concentrated on those required of professional baccalaureate degrees in music and
undergraduate degrees leading to teacher certification, correlating to the NASM handbook
Section VIII (National Association of Schools of Music, 2014, sec. VIII). The project may
expand in the future to a wider range of fields and education levels. The intended audience is
college and university instructors interested in establishing and maintaining standards of
knowledge. The project has the potential to expand to both educators utilizing those standards
and individuals seeking evaluation of their own knowledge.
Purpose of the Project
This project provides a mechanism by which knowledge in music technology may be
organized and evaluated for use in curriculum design and self-evaluation. Users can contribute
content and/or discuss contributed content based on their knowledge of music technology via a
website. The intent of this project was a focus on developing the taxonomy of music technology
in the context of evaluation and to develop a framework to utilize that taxonomy within an
evaluation mechanism.
Review of Literature
A review of literature on music technology education presents significantly more work
on educators teaching with technology than what educators should know about technology. The
top cited obstructions to the incorporation of technology into the classroom are knowledge gaps
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on the part of those wishing to use it and the lack of financial and technical support in
implementing the technology. The rapid development of technology quickly turns current
research into historical perspective. Research advocating education in music technology is
heavily dependent on education strategies in non-music fields. The constant reliance of new
work on either old sources or those outside of the field of music causes conclusions to be either
specific and quickly outdated, or general enough to remain relevant, but lacking impact. While
reliance on non-music fields is part of the multi-discipline identity of music technology, related
work should offer content in addition to teaching and learning strategy.
This review will concentrate on three aspects of the literature related to music technology
education: Research identifying issues of music technology as a multi-discipline area of study,
the correlation of technological knowledge to implementation of its use in education, and the
identification of specific knowledge for inclusion in music technology education.
The first article in the inaugural issue of the Journal of Music, Technology and Education
suggests that the 1990’s saw music technology “slowly becoming an academically viable
discipline of education and research”(Boehm, 2007, p. 8). Boehm suggested that the “fifth
generation” of music technology was emerging (as of the writing of the article) as the first
generation of scholars specifically educated in music technology began to contribute directly to
the field. Previous generations had forged study through work in independent, multiple fields
that evolved into a single field with a multi-disciplinary nature. After a discussion of the
generations of music technology, Boehm continues with a review of various attempts at
taxonomies of music technology. Boehm’s chosen taxonomy for the remainder of the article
settled on a “triad of music technology degrees.” The triad has points contributing to music
study from one of three perspectives: Art, science, or technology. She offers that challenges to
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education in music technology are created by the complexity of teaching across areas of
knowledge with pedagogies that are traditionally potentially disparate. In a survey of British
higher education degrees in music technology, Boehm identifies 351 separate degrees with
varying association to the separate disciplines of music (as art), technology, and science. While
she questions if some of them should be categorized as degrees in music technology, she quickly
points out that “as long as there are communities in existence that do include them…they should
be included in [the] statistics” (p. 11). The research of the paper is an analysis of the British
degrees but the article primarily generates commentary on the nature of music technology as an
inter-disciplinary field. That nature potentially impacts how it is perceived, studied, and taught
with a significant emphasis on the differences between music technology as an art and as a
science.
Immediately following Boehm’s article in the same journal issue, Ferreira (2007)
discusses two specific courses offered by the UK Open University – an open access distance
learning institution. The two courses are comprehensive music technology courses spanning
nine months, starting with basics in acoustics and music theory and ending with sound recording,
and processing. The second of the two offerings was developed as a more comprehensive
version of the first. After offering an overview of the structure of both the Open University and
the courses, Ferreira discusses the issues and attempted solutions. The course curriculum was a
collaboration between several disciplines including faculty from both arts and sciences. The
analysis primarily focuses on content choices guided in part by attempts at defining music
technology. A significant portion of the discussion is devoted to the basic question of required
background knowledge for the courses. Similar to Boehm’s identification of discord between art
and science, the Content Team (CT) questioned, “would arts-based students be able to cope with
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‘the maths’? [and w]ould technology-based students be able to cope with ‘the music bits’?”
(2007, p. 30). After a discussion of musical repertoire choices for the courses, Ferreira closes
with a discussion of debate over which technologies should be included in the instruction. Her
conclusion finally suggests that addressing background differences in students may be less
important than resolving differences among the teachers across multiple disciplines.
Webster’s (2011) review of key research in music technology further emphasizes the
extreme breadth and depth of the field of music technology, but the primary focus of the work is
on how music technology is used in music education. While several works were reviewed in the
article, a simplistic summary of the review is that music technology is expanding but the use of it
in education is lagging. This attitude has persisted since some of the earliest attempts at
including technology in music education.
In 1997 an article by Deal & Taylor addressed the relatively new competency standards
included (at that time) by the National Association of Schools of Music (NASM) for technology
in baccalaureate degrees in music. Their model was based on “our collective experiences and…
two small surveys…” (Deal & Taylor, 1997, p. 18). They raised five questions resulting in four
central tenets of their model. The last and possibly most poignant tenet is “Because technology
is constantly changing, the model should continue to evolve” (p. 20). While most of the five
questions they raised in developing their model skewed toward the philosophical, the first
question they raised was regarding essential computer skills for undergraduate music majors.
Their response was an identification of six specific skill sets. The examples and some of the
terminology are dated; however, the concepts are largely still relevant. In a related work, The
Music Educator’s National Conference (MENC, now NAfME) created the “Opportunity to Learn
Standards for Music Technology”(1999). While Taylor & Deal served on the MENC committee,
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two distinct refinements of their earlier work are evident in the MENC work. The first is that the
detailed technology specifications (e.g., computer hardware descriptions) were replaced by more
generalized suggestions for what the equipment should be able to do (e.g., computers able to
digitally record audio). Secondly, the MENC document further refines recommendations by age
group but stops short of attention to the needs of higher education as addressed by NASM.
While these two works attempt to define standards, implementation of those standards has been a
challenge.
In 2002, Price & Pan summarized the two primary issues regarding music education
technology: Resources and training. Their survey of Southeastern Colleges identified the main
concerns to be financial and personnel support (Price & Pan, 2002, p. 64) with secondary
concerns about the technological proficiency of the educators. The Price & Pan findings are
echoed in both Barry’s (2004) small focus study in the Southwestern United States and Gall’s
(2013) study spanning 2006 to 2012 in Great Britain. While Barry’s study focused on selfperceived skills, Gall focused on inhibitions to teaching with music technology. All three
studies, as well as references cited within them, identified that clear obstacles to using music
technology in education remain consistent. Equipment challenges across all of the above studies
should continue to be expected at the pre-college level. Funding naturally varies widely across
public and private schools, as do the priorities of governing bodies. At the college and university
level, however, access to technology should be a diminishing obstacle. According to a survey by
Pew Research (2010), 88% of undergrads and 93% of graduate students own laptops. With the
power of today’s portable computing and such high penetration of technology, the remaining
obstacle to educating teachers becomes one of training, knowledge, and confidence.
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Bauer (2012) examines the concept of educators’ Technological Pedagogical And Content
Knowledge (TPACK) as it applies to music education. He cites a 1986 work explaining that
teachers must have both expert understanding of the subject (content knowledge or CK) and
pedagogical knowledge (PK) of how to “communicate that understanding to others…” (p. 53).
Bauer continues by discussing a later model introducing a third proficiency of “Technological
Knowledge (TK).” Each of the three areas of knowledge overlap with each other to create
Technological Pedagogical Knowledge (TPK), Technological Content Knowledge (TCK),
Pedagogical Content Knowledge (PCK), and finally an overlap of all three to create TPACK.
The study “…sought to measure the various components, separate and combined, that comprise
TPACK in music teachers” (p. 56). Additional objectives were to determine how the skills were
acquired and how they related to their integration of technology into teaching. The results found
that Technological Knowledge was the lowest, with the other components including
Technological Knowledge falling below components involving Pedagogical Knowledge and/or
Content Knowledge. As in previous studies, the primary source of technological knowledge was
self-study. The study also found a distinct correlation between Technological Knowledge and the
use of technology in the classroom. A consistent observation in the reviewed studies is that a key
component to the incorporation of technology in music education is the improvement of the
knowledge base of the educators. There is significantly less work in determining the actual
content of that knowledge.
Moore (2014) devotes a significant amount of discussion to advocating collaborative
learning as a means to teaching audio programming; however the introduction provides a strong
defense for teaching some computer programming as part of music technology studies. He
offers, “It allows students to go beyond the practical applications of music software and learn
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about the underlying principles of sound generation and signal processing algorithms” (p. 75).
Moore recognizes that programming is likely a means to an end in the support of creative work
and, as such, there are pedagogical considerations. This point reiterates the disconnection
between art and science inherent in the field of music technology. Moore’s work on research
from outside the field of music technology suggests the value of inspecting literature in other
related fields.
Hill’s (2005) doctoral thesis examined how novices and experts differed in their
understanding of audio recording systems. The hypothesis of the study is that experts have
developed a better mental model of recording systems based on traditional tactile and visual
representations of functions offered by analog recording equipment and that novices lack this
mental model in part due to the lack of such physical models in contemporary digital systems.
As a partial fulfillment of a degree in education, a significant portion of the work is devoted to
defending the study of a mental model; however the results of the study and accompanying
conclusions provide support for adopting similar approaches in some areas of music technology.
Tough (2009) takes a more direct approach to knowledge. His dissertation develops
consensus on core competencies for audio engineering technology. By attempting to determine
future needs, the research outlines required content. Like Hill, this doctoral work was in the field
of education so a significant portion of the discussion was devoted to defending the approach to
the research (a modified Delphi study). Unlike all of the other works referenced above, it was
the only one to attempt to not only identify specific competencies but also to suggest that
consensus on the content was a reasonable expectation.
The works reviewed consistently identified the need for better understanding of
technology to encourage its integration into music education. A perpetual cycle exists inhibiting
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more integration: Technology is not available so teachers do not become proficient with it.
Teachers are not proficient with technology so they do not use it. Technology is not used so
teachers do not request more technology resources. Additional resource obstacles may be
uncontrollable and compound the problem; however those should not hinder attempts to reduce
other obstacles. There are three additional factors that may work together to diminish
confidence: Most technology is consistently self-acquired (Bauer, 2012, pp. 58, 59; Deal &
Taylor, 1997, p. 20), experienced educators often resist the integration of technology (Barry,
2004, p. 3; Gall, 2013, p. 16), and existing support is limited (Gall, 2013, pp. 16, 17). Without
support and encouragement it is difficult to gain confidence in any endeavor.
When surveys were conducted about technology knowledge, use, and confidence,
determinations were made based on the performance of tasks (e.g., “How often do you perform
x” or “How comfortable are you performing y”). There is little evidence beyond self-evaluation
of any attempt to determine technological knowledge or competence. While more training and
knowledge in music technology is called for by educators, there is little indication regarding
what that knowledge should be or even who should determine what knowledge and skills are
necessary. Without a tool for self-evaluation and a standard against which to compare, there is
little guidance for self-study. The formation of specific core standards for knowledge and
competency in music technology will provide some focus in music technology education. A
common base of knowledge will reduce redundant instruction and provide direction for standard
curriculum development. Most importantly, a mechanism for evaluation against standards may
provide a measure of confidence in music technology knowledge or a path to achieve that
knowledge.
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Design of the Project

The conceptual design of this project had two connected aspects: The psychological
foundation of the approach and the structural design of the supporting database. The
psychological foundation of the approach to the project is strongly based on the meaningful
learning concept of David Ausubel. Novak’s concept map is an extension of that theory,
presenting a hierarchical organization of knowledge to facilitate meaningful learning. A
technical report for the concept mapping software CmapTools states, “The fundamental idea in
Ausubel’s cognitive psychology is that learning takes place by the assimilation of new concepts
and propositions into existing concept and propositional frameworks held by the learner” (Novak
& Cañas, 2008, p. 3). The central concept to this project was the creation of a framework on
which music technology knowledge can be organized. By organizing the knowledge, existing
knowledge can be identified into which new knowledge can be assimilated. While Novak’s
principal generally concentrates on the act of building a concept map as part of the learning
process, there is a reference to the creation of new knowledge as the efforts of “a relatively high
level of meaningful learning accomplished by individuals who have a well-organized knowledge
structure in the particular area of knowledge… to persist in finding new meanings” (p. 10). The
two primary objectives of the project were to create a system by which music technology
knowledge can be organized and to extend that system to evaluating that knowledge. By
creating a framework and a forum to host that framework, “accomplished individuals” may be
able create new knowledge in music technology.
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Project Content

The root of this project was storing and organizing data relevant to knowledge about
music technology. As the project advanced, the collection of questions and answers were to be
handled most appropriately by a relational database. Relational databases are optimized for large
amounts of information organized with relatively simple relationships. In considering the
hierarchical nature of the taxonomy of music technology knowledge, the potentially complex
relationships between the various areas of knowledge are as important as the knowledge itself.
Relational databases offer challenges to storing hierarchical data. While hierarchical databases
exist, the proportion of the potential volume of information required for the taxonomy is small
compared to the potential volume of information required for evaluation of knowledge.
Additionally, the programming resources available for relational databases are far greater than
those for hierarchical databases. Fortunately, there are several models for storing hierarchical
data in a relational database. MySQL is one of the most widely used open-source relational
database management systems (RDMS) and is available on most web hosting platforms. As a
widely available, free software system, using MySQL offers additional justification for using a
relational database to store the hierarchical portion of the data.
When storing hierarchical data in a relational database, the primary challenge is in
managing the relationships between data. This relationship is described in terms of ancestry. In
a hierarchical taxonomy of knowledge, one area of knowledge – or node – will be linked in one
direction to nodes of a more general nature (known as a parent) and in the other direction to more
specific nodes (known as children). In order to reconstruct the entire tree, the relationship
between all ancestors and descendants must be known. The most common model for
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hierarchical data stored in a relational database is called the adjacency list (“sql - What are the
Options for Storing Hierarchical Data in a Relational Database?,” 2014; Wikipedia, 2014).
An adjacency list uses a single table with three fields. Each item in the hierarchy is
assigned an index, the name of the item, and the index number of its parent. One of the
considerations in choosing a hierarchical model is the ease with which nodes can be added,
deleted, and moved. In the case of an adjacency list, items are moved easily as an entire node
(an item and its descendants) is moved simply by changing the reference to the parent index of
the top item. Items are deleted easily by simply replacing the parent index of the children with
the parent index of the former item. Items are added with similar ease. The down side of the
adjacency list is that relationships beyond those of the direct parent and child are difficult to
determine, as is the position of the item within the overall structure. The anticipated dynamic
nature of the proposed project would take advantage of the simple modification an adjacency list
provides, however the importance of the overall structure of the taxonomy requires a more robust
solution.
The closure table model is the addition of a second table to the adjacency list to
specifically maintain the relationship of an item to all of its descendants (Eby, 2009). This
closure table consists of three fields: Parent index, child index, and depth of the child index from
the parent. There is one record for each parent and each of its descendants. The closure table
model provides the dynamic flexibility of a typical adjacency list model while maintaining the
essential complex relationships necessary in representing a taxonomy within a relational
database.
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The project concentrated more on framework and organization than content. Five
frameworks were built: a discussion forum, a model taxonomy of music technology, a database
of evaluation questions, a database of tasks, and a hierarchy of fields to which the knowledge can
be applied. The hierarchy of music fields provided a context for the knowledge.
Project Procedures
The researcher developed the structure for acquiring and organizing content. Browsing
the database does not require registration; however contribution does require registration and
authentication through a discussion forum hosted on the site.
In addition to the forum, the site hosts two hierarchical tables and two traditional tables.
One hierarchical table presents the music technology taxonomy while the other presents various
fields of music as a context for the accumulated knowledge. One of the traditional tables is a
database of evaluation questions designed to test music technology knowledge. The other
traditional table is a database of tasks to aid in the accumulation of that knowledge.
Each question or task is assigned to both an area of knowledge within the taxonomy and a
field of music. Multiple assignments to the taxonomy and/or fields of music are possible.
The website was designed and programed in HTML5 and PHP. A text editor and web
browser were the only development tools required in addition to a host with PHP and MySQL
server abilities. As of the writing of this document, the project can be accessed at
http://mtke.boyd-arts.com. Graphics are limited in the pilot version in order to focus on content
organization. The researcher sought feedback on an ongoing basis for programming structure,
user interface design, and content organization from peers and potential users and contributors
experienced in music technology education and web design.
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Pilot study

The project was implemented as a pilot study of the website. Six evaluators were
engaged throughout the project to provide ongoing feedback for both content and structure of the
website functionality. A larger group of peers and potential users provided feedback at several
points through the project. Entity-relationship diagrams (ERDs), program flowcharts, the
database schema, and commented html, PHP, and JavaScript were made available for feedback
throughout the project. Feedback from a Survey Monkey survey on features of the site is
included in this report.
Summary
The project consisted of four basic components: The user interface, database, server-side
scripting, and content. All four components have overlap and required concurrent development.
A 16-week timeline was followed, approximately corresponding to one college semester. The
first two weeks were dedicated to establishing a host for the project and implementing a basic
forum. The next two weeks focused on building the basic tables required for the database and
populating them with sample data. An initial ERD and schema were documented for feedback
during this time.
Three separate areas of the user interface were required: Organization of the taxonomy
and music fields, presentation of the questions and tasks, and integration of a discussion forum.
The second, third, and fourth two-week periods were devoted to development of the three areas
of the user interface. Each set of HTML documents with PHP were created in successive twoweek periods with updates to the ERD, schema, and UI as required. Weeks eleven and twelve
were spent on building content for testing. The remainder of the time spent on the project was
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spent seeking and implementing feedback, further populating the database, and compiling
feedback for the final report.
Findings
The evaluation of the project was based upon user and evaluator feedback during
development and a final 16-question survey sent to professional colleagues and users of the pilot
website. The survey questions were directed toward gathering demographic data on the
respondents (five questions), understanding the goal of the project (two questions), the
respondent’s participation in the forum (four questions), an evaluation of the structure of the site
(two questions), and finally feedback on willingness and ability to participate in the project in the
future (two questions). Four of the questions were in the form of multiple statements on a
Likert-type scale (six ratings from “Strongly Disagree” to “Strongly Agree”).
The survey was active from May 7, 2015 through May 19, 2015 and received 34
responses. For analysis of the responses, only 19 of the results were used. The remainder of the
responses were rejected for incomplete surveys (11), respondents drastically outside of the field
(3), and one test response created by the researcher. All 19 of the final respondents identified the
primary occupation as related to education and/or in the music field.
The demographics of the final result group included those with bachelor degrees (3),
graduate degrees (9), and terminal degrees — defined as doctorate or MFA (7).
The web site launches to an initial “About” page containing the abstract, a short YouTube
presentation on the project, and a PDF of the initial proposal. All but three of the respondents
indicated either watching the video or reading the abstract with seven doing both. Eight of the
respondents joined the forum.
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Conclusions

Indications of participation in the project were disappointing based on the activity on the
site and the responses from the survey. Ratings and comments on the objectives, design, and
functionality, however were positive. Based on the participation on the site and the survey
responses, the primary conclusion by the researcher is that the project has the potential to make
an impact on the field of music technology; however, a critical mass of participants was not
reached in the timeframe of the project. One respondent commented, “I see lots of potential for
this project, but independent of TI:ME and/or ATMI, there may not be much activity.”
A subjective conclusion based on the anecdotal experience of the researcher may be
constructive. In seeking feedback and participation for the site, potentially interested and
qualified participants lacked incentive to contribute. Subsequently, limited participation resulted
in limited incentive. A forum post within the project however encouraged continued
development: “… the real pay off for all of us is that a collaborative creation of testable
knowledge on this subject can be useful in music teaching and learning.”

Recommendations for Further Research
From the inception, the researcher has anticipated continued opportunities for the project
to grow. The first recommendation for continued research is establishing greater participation. A
wider network of contributors may require a catalyst for participation.
While the project framework currently includes only “tasks” and “questions” as a
knowledgebase, other tables could be added such as competencies and lesson plans. A forum
discussion suggested, “… that the project will result in some performance-based work as well
that will evaluate students' actual work with the technology resources.” As the taxonomy and
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music field hierarchies are further developed, discussion would lead to a better organization of
the knowledge. In addition to discussion, “ratings” could be established to quickly indicate the
quality, appropriateness (within the music field context), or usefulness of a task, a question, or a
set of answers.
A more comprehensive knowledgebase would provide an opportunity for continued
programming development toward the use of the site for self-evaluation of music technology
knowledge. The self-evaluation could be further used to establish credentials within the site as
an indication of expertise on a subject.
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Web Site Flow Chart
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Database Organizational Diagram
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Selected Screen Shots
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Survey Questions
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Appendix E
List of Digital Content



Site Databases (mysqldump as of 2015-09-17):
o MTKE-2015-09-17.sql....................................... Main Content Database
o MTKE_forum-2015-09-17.sql ...................................... Forum Database



html folder:
o BOYDCE-ProjectProposal_Dec-2014.pdf ................. Original Proposal
o .htaccess ........................ Site access file (includes forums modification)
o *.php................................................................ Primary site content files
o /include .............................................................. folder for common files
o /js ................................................................ folder for JavaScript plugins


simple.datagrid



jquery.mcdropdown

o /css.............................................................. Cascading Style Sheets files
o /images ............................................................................Site image files


/mcdropdown ........................... Images used in dropdown script



MTKE-Site.pdf .................................................... Site flow chart



MTKE_DB_Diagram.pdf ...................... Database Relationships

o /forum ...................................................... Vanilla Forum program folder


phpinfo.html .............................Dump of server information (as of 2015-09-17)



Project Proposal Presentation.mp4 .......... YouTube proposal presentation video
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Survey.xls .................................................................................... Survey Results
o Raw ....................................................... Raw data from Survey Monkey
o Sorted ............................................. Reformatted data for easier analysis
o Pivot ..................................................................... Pivot table summaries



BOYDCE-FinalReport.pdf ..........................................................This document
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Appendix F

Server and Software Specifications


Host: digitalcoean.com
o Fedora 20 x32
o 1GB Ram
o 30GB SSD Disk



LAMP versions (Linux/Apache/MySQL/PHP)
o Fedora 20 x32 ............................................................. Operating System
o Apache 2.4.10 ....................................................................... Web Server
o MariaDB 10.0.20 .......................................................... Database Server
o PHP 5.5.26 ......................................................... Programming language



Other installed software
o phpMyAdmin 4.4.10 ....................... Database administration web portal
o Vanilla Forums 2.1.9 ..................................................... Forum Software

